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By C. G. abbot and A. F. MOORE
The station was located at El Alto, on the rim of the canon in which

La Paz, Bolivia, lies. The approximate location of El Alto is

latitude, 16° 30' S. ; longitude, 4'' 33°^ W. ; altitude, 4,120 meters.

Although at a high altitude the sky is rarely free from clouds, but

very favorable conditions existed during the total and partial phases

of the eclipse.

The Smithsonian Institution expedition to the eclipse consisted of

Dr. C. G. Abbot and Mr. A. F. Moore. Dr. Abbot photographed the

corona with two telescopes of eleven feet focus, and Mr. Moore
carried on pyranometer observations during the eclipse, as well as at

the same time on the day preceding, and at intervals during the night

preceding. The telescopes were mounted in a vacant hotel building

and the pyranometer was set up on top of a high stone fence, about

one hundred feet back of the hotel building.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS
Owing to the shortness of the time available for preparation after

the expected arrival of the party at La Paz every possible arrangement

had been made in advance to set up the photographic apparatus

quickly. For this purpose each of the three boxes which contained

the apparatus was designed in form and construction so as to act

as a support to some part of the photographic outfit when filled with

stones and laid upon the floor of any room which might be found

available for the observations. Also, every detail of the apparatus

was carried without any dependence on such lumber or other

material as might ordinarily be available. It was very fortunate that

this was so, for the expedition was delayed so that the apparatus was

set up only two days before the eclipse.

The briefness of the time available for preliminary tests was

unfortunate in one respect. Owing to the very low altitude of the

sun (only twenty minutes after sunrise) when the eclipse took place,

the refraction of the terrestrial atmosphere was continually changing

at the time, so that the apparent motion of the sun in the sky was

at a variable rate not agreeing with that which prevailed later in the
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day. A test of the clock was made on the day preceding the eclipse,*

but owing to the cloudiness it was not possible to follow quite up to the

time of the eclipse. Such observations as were made on the pre-

ceding day, however, indicated that the clockwork moved a little too

slowly and so the rate of the clock was increased about 3 per cent with

the expectation of more exactly following the sun at the time of the

eclipse. Unfortunately this proved to be too much of a correction,

so that the clock moved a little too fast during the eclipse, and the

images of the moon are not as truly round as they should be. Prob-

ably appreciable injury of definition has resulted from the slight

drifting of the corona during the taking of the photograph. This

might have been corrected, as the result proved, by mounting a

following telescope in connection with the apparatus so that the

observer might be in a position to guide the cameras during the

eclipse. However, the moon's motion relative to the sun makes the

moon unfit to follow upon, and it was supposed that the rays of

the corona would be too indefinite so this was not thought worth while

to arrange for. As it proved, there was a splendid prominence

visible during the eclipse which would have been satisfactory to

follow upon and it is perhaps to be regretted that some arrangement

for following was not provided.

The two camera telescopes were rigidly fastened together.

Exposures were made by the removal of two pasteboard boxes which

covered the ends of the tubes but were separately mounted on hinged

supports independent of the cameras. As the requisite time of

exposure was not accurately known, it was arranged to expose one

of the telescopes for i minute 30 seconds, the other for 2 minutes

45 seconds.

The program was carried through without any accident, and upon

developing the twb negatives both were found to be very good, but

the exposure of i minute 30 seconds seemed to show quite as much
extension of the corona as that of 2 minutes 45 seconds. As less

drift of the clock occurred during the shorter interval than during

the longer we give in the accompanying illustration only the result

of the shorter exposure.

It is much to be regretted that the full excellence of the photograph

cannot be produced in the illustration. There were a great number of

sharp relatively narrow coronal streamers extending nearly two

diameters in almost every direction from the sun. Decided evidences

occur of coronal streamers at the north and south poles similar to

those which are found at times of sun-spot minimum. The corona

on this occasion was an intermediate type between a sun-spot maxi-
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mum corona, equally extensive in all directions, and a sun-spot

minimum corona, with relatively short polar streamers and long"

equatorial extensions. There was also a great sickle-shaped prom-

inence which extended up from the sun to about one-quarter of a

radius, then turned sharply round with a very long extension parallel

to the sun's surface. Later in the day this prominence was repeatedly

photographed with spectroheliographs in the United States, and then

extended as a complete arch of very great height and span.

Taking into account the great length and beauty of the coronal

streamers, the splendid crimson prominence throwing its glory over

all, and the fact that the eclipse was observed so near sunrise from so

great an elevation as 14,000 feet, with a snow-covered range of

mountains upwards of 20,000 feet high as a background for the

phenomenon, it seemed to the observers to be the grandest eclipse

phenomenon which they had ever seen.

PYRANOMETRY
The object of the observations with the pyranometer was to obtain

the intensity of the sky and solar radiation as the eclipse progressed,

and at the time of totality to obtain the intensity of the radiation

from the strips of the instrument to space, and compare the latter

with similar radiation during the night preceding the eclipse. It was

planned to take the night observations every two hours from nine

o'clock until daylight, but unfortunately about eleven o'clock a heavy

fog occurred which persisted until three o'clock and prevented the

observations. Between three o'clock and daybreak there were inter-

vals of cloudiness, but at sunrise the sky was perfectly clear, and

remained so until nearly the end of the partial phase of the eclipse.

During the night and during the totality the observations were

made with the hemispherical glass removed. At daybreak the glass

was put on, and observations made on the scattered sky radiation

until sunrise. As soon as the sun rose (about three-fourths eclipsed)

the observations were alternated between sky plus the sun and sky

alone, the latter condition being arranged by interposing a circular

screen of metal to cut off the sun's rays. Both of these intensities

were of course measured on a horizontal surface. The units are

calories ^—f_- .

min.

In the reduction of the observations, curves are plotted with hour

angles as abscissae, and the intensity of the sun plus sky, and of the

sky alone as ordinates. These curves relate both to the day of the

eclipse and to the day preceding. By subtracting the sky from the
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sun plus sky, other curves are drawn showing the solar radiation as

measured on a horizontal surface. Then a curve is drawn of the

intensity of the solar radiation as measured on a surface at right

angles to the direction of the solar beam. The points of this curve
are obtained by dividing the solar intensity on a horizontal surface

by the sine of the angle of altitude of the sun, computed from the

hour angle, latitude, longitude and declination. (See figs. 1,2.)

Following this are tables of the radiation measured during the

night preceding the eclipse and during the totality and a comparison
of these values.

I
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Calories Solar
Measured on Calories
Horizontal on Horizontal
Surface Surface

Date Hour Angle (observed) (from curves)

May 28 Sky + Sun.
1919 —4" 50™ .2367 .1945

4 49 .2422 .T995

4 48 .2481 .2043

Sky. Considerable cirrus all over sky.

4 28 .0503 .3155
4 27 .0500 .3212

4 26 .0510 .3262

Sky -|- Sun. Sky same as preceding".

4 24 .3869

4 23 .3946
4 22 .3988
4 21

_

.4083

May 29 Sky + Sun. Sky clear.

1919 —5 20 .0098

5 19 .0098

Sky.

5 17 .0053 .0032
5 16 .0049 .0033

Sky -f- Sun.

5 IS .0082 .0033
5 14 .0069 .0033

Sky.

5 13 .0026 .0033
5 12 .0016 .0033

Sky ~{- Sun.

5 II .0033 .0032
5 10 .0030 .0027

Sky.

5 09 No readable .0021
deflection.

Sky 4- Sun.

S 08 .0007 .0007
5 07 30^ .0003 .0003

AFTER TOTALITY
Sky -f- Sun.

5 02 .0030 .0018
5 01 .0033 .0025
5 00 .0056 .0035

Sky.

4 59 .0020 .0046
4 S8 .0030 .0063

Sky -)- Sun.

4 57 .0135 .0081

4 56 .0164 .0102

4 55 .0213 .0126

Sky.

4 54 -0066 .0150
4 53 .0075 .0180

4 52 .0079 .0210

.0982

Sineof
Apparent
Altitude
of Sun
(Sinh')
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glass over the strips. This is due for the most part to wind blowing

on the strips. However, it is entirely possible and in fact probable

that during the totality there would be a change in the direction

found, because the atmosphere undoubtedly cooled to an appreciable

extent during totality.

The values obtained during totality are about the same as those

obtained during the night preceding.
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PYRANOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE PARTIAL
ECLIPSE OF THE SUN OF DECEMBER 3, 1918

Observations similar to those of May 29, 1919, were carried on by

A. F. Moore and L. H. Abbot at the Smithsonian Observatory near

Calama, Chile, during the partial solar eclipse of December 3, 1918.

The sky radiation was measured on a horizontal surface by the

pyranometer during the progress of the eclipse, and the intensity

of the solar radiation on a surface normal to the beam was observed

with a pair of pyrheliometers mounted equatorially.

In the accompanying curves the sky radiation is plotted to a scale

ten times as large as that for the solar values. It will be seen that

the curves are almost identical in shape, showing that throughout the

eclipse the light from the sky falHng on a horizontal surface was

nearly directly proportional to the intensity of the solar radiation

as measured on a surface normal to the beam. This proportionality

would probably not hold under other circumstances when the change

of solar intensity would be produced by atmospheric changes instead

of by causes outside the atmosphere as during the eclipse. The

departure from the means of the values before and after the eclipse,

to the lowest point, is practically the same for both sun and sky. The

drop in the solar radiation is 60 per cent and in the sky radiation 58

per cent. (See fig. 3.)

Following are the values obtained of the sky and solar radiation,

at the hour angles and the apparent altitudes of the sun indicated.
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TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF MAY 29, 1919.




